
LIVE HONG KONG 

Since for many of you, this is your first project, here is a suggested process. If you do this, in this 

order, your result will almost certainly be good. 

 

RESEARCH (1-2 lessons) 

 

☐Watch the videos on the webpage. 

☐Make some notes; identify ideas or tricks to steal or copy. (Don’t steal them all from the same 

video!) 

 

PLANNING (2-3 lessons) 

☐Choose locations (go for a walk at the weekend and scout them out. Take some photos.) 

☐Choose your model(s.) Find out when they are free, organize around their schedule. Make sure 

they know where they are meant to be, what to wear (consider multiple locations, outfits and times 

of day.) 

☐Create a storyboard. Consider composition, movement, colour, transitions. Repeat ideas; link your 

shots together. Leave space for text. IT does not need to be pretty; it needs to be clear and useful. 

☐Book equipment if necessary. 

SHOOTING (A day or two at the weekend; could be done after school.) 

☐Check your model is ok on the day BEFORE you meet up. Make sure camera batteries are charged, 

lenses are clean. Obviously you may have more than one shoot planned. 

☐Check weather forecast. Is it amber rain? Thunderstorm? Painfully hot? Cloudy? Change plan if 

necessary! 

☐Shoot MUCH more footage than you think you need. Many angles, movements, locations. Execute 

your plan, then execute everything else you can think of. 

 

EDITING (3-4 lessons.) 

☐Log your footage (basically, check quality and organize into folders – good, bad, maybe.) 

☐Create an assembly cut; all the footage you want to use, on a timeline, exported. Get feedback. 

☐Create a rough cut; trim the shots, add transitions and sound. Get feedback. 

☐Create a final cut; add text, graphics, effects, colour correction (if needed.) Export. Aim for HD but 

no bigger than 300 MB. Submit to google classroom. 

 

 

 


